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draft-ietf-idmr-Hierarchical-PIM-01.ps 11 IntroductionIn this document we present a hierarchical architecture for inter-domain multicast routing based uponPIM-SM protocol.2 Goals1. To attain the explicit join/receiver initiated behavior over the backbone. This is readily achievedby using PIM-SM.2. To obtain Group to RP mapping information, at the PIM routers when needed, through algo-rithmic mapping, avoiding the delays and memory requirements for distributing and storing suchinformation.3. To retain scalability for the wide-area architecture. This requires that the number of entities staysmanageable, without proportionally increasing with the size of the network; which leads evidentlyto a hierarchical structure.The proposed hierarchy deals with multi-level RPs; where for particular groups a higher level RP(level N) represents the point of rendezvous for all entities within a lower level (level N-1) in thatportion of the hierarchy (see Figure 1) (where RP-level N is the Level N RP for multicast group,Gi, for the lower left branch of the hierarchy). Entities at level N-1 must have knowledge of levelN RPs for their portion of the hierarchy.An open issue is how to form the hierarchy so that RPs know at what level of the hierarchy theyreside and what portion of the hierarchy they serve. While initially we may rely on a con�guredhierarchy, a con�gured hierarchy is hard to maintain, and is not exible enough to cope with thedynamics and the mechanistics involved. Thus, a self-con�guring hierarchy would be better suitedfor the inter-domain case, in the longer term.4. To utilize, to the largest extent possible, the mechanisms inherent in PIM-SM.5. To utilize hierarchy to provide a layer of isolation between the di�erent levels and help in achievingthe modularity required.3 TerminologyThis section de�nes a number of terms used throughout this document. It may be skipped and used asa reference2.� Administratively scoped groups3 are groups de�ned over a scope of an administrative region.Border routers enforce region constraint distribution for these groups. A speci�c range of themulticast address is allocated to such groups.� Bootstrap RPlist is an RPlist used to bootstrap PIM-SM, by supporting essential well knowngroups used to advertise RP candidacy. A bootstrap RPlist is de�ned for each level of the hierarchy.2Familiarity with basic PIM-SM terminology is assumed throughout this document.3also known as 'scope limited', 'region-scoped' or simply 'local' groups, as opposed to 'global' groups.



draft-ietf-idmr-Hierarchical-PIM-01.ps 2� Candidate-RP-Advertisement (C-RP-Adv) is a PIM-SM message, sent periodically at low fre-quency by PIM-SM routers, which are con�gured to be candidate RPs. The C-RP-Adv message islevel speci�c [i.e. contains information about candidacy for a certain level], and is unicast from thecandidate RPs at one level to the active bootstrap RP at that same level.Advertisements for bootstrap candidacy are included in the PIM-Query messages; and hence arenot distributed with the Candidate-RP-Advertisement messages.� Candidate-RP-Set (C-RP-Set) message, is a message consisting of a set of Candidate-RPs, sentfrom the active bootstrap RP at level N, to the well-known Candidate-RP-Set-Advertisement groupat that level.� Algorithmic mapping, is an algorithm, possibly realized by a hash function, to obtain the RPinformation for a certain group.� Well Known GroupsThe following Well Known Groups (WKGs) are needed:1. Candidate-RP-set-Advertisement group(s): ACandidate-RP-set-Advertisement (CaRPA)group is de�ned for each level of the hierarchy. The active bootstrap RP at each level sendsCandidate-RP-Set messages to the corresponding CaRPA group.Entities at one level lower, (be they DRs at level 0, or RPs at one level lower), listen to thecorresponding CaRPA group.4 Basic Structure OverviewThe basic structure consists of di�erent levels of RPs4. Each level is labeled with a number (e.g. levelN). RPs at level N-1 send joins/registers (as in standard PIM-SM) to the corresponding RP at level N;within one region, all RPs at the same level, within the same part of the hierarchy, converge (except forfailures and transients) on a single higher level RP.RPs at level N, on the other hand, send Reachabilities/Register-Acks to level N-1 (again, as in standardPIM-SM), (see �gure 1).5 Bootstrap MechanismThe bootstrap mechanism proposed here, is the same as that used for intra-domain PIM-SM[1]. However,for inter-domain PIM-SM, a bootstrap RPlist is de�ned per level.The bootstrap RPlist is used to deliver the Candidate-RP-Set messages for the corresponding level,within the corresponding region.6 Isolating Multi-Level RP InterfacesIn order to decouple intra-domain protocol behavior from inter-domain developments as much as possible,we distinguish between the control messages exchanged at each level. This is realized by adding levelags in both the Reachability messages, and the Join/Prune messages. [Note that for Registers andRegister-Acks the ags are not needed, as these messages are unicast.]4DRs are considered as level 0 RPs.
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Figure 1: Overview of the Hierarchy ArchitectureActions are numbered in the order they occur1. Reachability messages:A level N RP processes a reachability message if the reachability message has level N ag set,indicating that the reachability message was sent from the level N+1 RP to level N RPs.2. Join/Prune messages:Level N RPs send the Join/Prune messages towards the corresponding level N+1 RP, with the levelN ag set. Level N Join/Prune messages build (*,G,level N) entries in the intermediate routers.7 Resolving OverlapsNote that when level I and level J (where I and J are di�erent) trees overlap, a router may have more thana (*,G) entry with di�erent settings for the incoming interface (iif) and outgoing interface list (oiist).These di�erent (*,G) entries, however, will have di�erent levels associated with them. To resolve thissituation, the folowing rules are added:1. Upon creating a (*,G) for a certain level (e.g. (*,G,level N) entry), a router copies the oiist[excluding the iif(*,G,level N)] of entries (*,G,level M) [where M is less than N, if exist], into theoiist of the newly created entry. Further, the router copies the oiist(*,G,level N) into the oiistof (*,G,level P) [where P is greater than N, if exist].2. When a router has more than one (*,G) entry, it only uses the highest level one for data forwarding(see �gure 2),3. The router suppresses joins from being sent based on the lower level (*,G) entry(ies) (lower levelmeans with an RP indicated that has a lower level value). However, it does not delete these lowerlevel entry(ies)5. Instead, it periodically sends a null-register probing message to that level RP to5note that however more than one (*,G) entry are present, only one forwarding cache is maintained in the kernel. Allother entries, that trigger control messages, are kept at user level.
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Figure 2: Resolving overlapping treesdetect its liveness. If the router receives a Register-ack from the RP, before the RP-timer expires,it refreshes the timer for that (*,G) entry. Otherwise, the RP-timer eventually times out.[Note that the probing message refreshes the corresponding (*,G) entry at the RP, to maintain thejoins to higher level RPs, even if there are no other downstream members at that level].4. In addition, so long as the *,G (lower level) entry(ies) are alive, and so long as the router is gettingRP liveness indication, the router generates RPreachability messages on behalf of the lower levelRP(s) and forwards these down the *,G lower level tree(s). This allows DRs to continue to getlower level RP Reachabilities, even though they will get the data on the higher level part of thetree.This avoids having to set up special forwarding state that would forward only reachabilities and notother data packets.8 Allowing RP OverridesIn some worst case scenarios, where the shared tree is very suboptimal, it may be desirable to allow thegroup initiator to override the highest level RP for that group. This would allow for a better shared tree,and hence, better performance.To achieve this, the following is performed:1. The overriding RP sends a Candidate-RP-Advertisement to the active bootstrap RP at the highestlevel (i.e. LmaxN) (the highest level region should cover all regions over which that particulargroup is de�ned). The bootstrap RP then sends this C-RP-Adv with the C-RP-Set messages tothe CaRPA group at the highest level. In so doing, it overrids the hash function for that particulargroup.2. The next to highest level (or LmaxN-1) RPs adopt the overriding RP as their primary RP, andLmaxN RPs send RP-reachability messages indicating that DRs/RPs should use the new primary



draft-ietf-idmr-Hierarchical-PIM-01.ps 5RP6.This, however, incurs blackouts during the transition, and is thought of as an alternative to improvethe shared tree for those applications having startup delay anyway.9 HierarchyOne main advantage of the hierarchy, is to provide locality. This is realized as follows7:1. A Candidate RP at level N+1, sends periodic Candidate-RP-Advertisements to the active bootstrapRP at level N+1, which, in turn, sends periodic C-RP-Set messages, to nearby level N RPs, usingcorresponding CaRPA group, for that part of the hierarchy.2. Nearby RPs at level N collect these C-RP-Set messages, and, according to a hash function (orsimilar) algorithm, map to the same level N+1 RP, for the corresponding group (or group pre�x)address.The hash function acts upon the set of Candidate RPs, received from the bootstrap RP.An order-preserving hash function is called for, which allows to treat the Candidate RPs as a listof ordered RPs.Further, a mechanism may be introduced, through which, the hash function is updated in thepertinent PIM routers, if/when needed. This event is very infrequent, and is invoked only toachieve better load balancing and distribution of groups amongst candidate RPs.10 Open Issues10.1 Con�guring the HierarchyAs a �rst, short term, step, we propose to start with a statically con�gured hierarchy. In which, RPs ata certain level are con�gured with the RPs at one level higher.The order-preserving hash function is introduced, thereafter, to map to the higher level RP(s).An eventual goal would be to have a self con�guring hierarchy, the RPs of which can, dynamically,distribute the candidacy information and establish the hierarchy at di�erent levels, for the pertinent partsor regions.References[1] S. Deering, D. Estrin, D. Farinacci, V. Jacobson, C. Liu, L. Wei, P. Sharma, and A. Helmy. Protocolindependent multicast (pim): Speci�cation. Working Draft, June 1995.6This implies that level N RPs listen to CaRPA group for level N and level N+1, or simply, LmaxN RPs listen to CaRPAof LmaxN.7We assume here that the hierarchy has already been con�gured and in place. How we achieve the hierarchy con�gurationis discussed in a following section


